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Abstract

The use of Semantic Web and linked data increases the possibility of data accessi-

bility, interpretability, and interoperability. It supports cross-domain data and knowl-

edge sharing and avoids the creation of research data silos. Widely adopted in sev-

eral research domains, the use of the Semantic Web has been relatively limited with

respect to sustainability assessments. A primary barrier is that the framework of the

principles and technologies required to link and query data from the Semantic Web is

often beyond the scope of industrial ecologists. Linking of a dataset to Semantic Web

requires the development of a semantically linked core ontology in addition to the use

of existing ontologies. Ontologies provide logical meaning to the data and the possi-

bility to develop machine-readable data format. To enable and support the uptake of

semantic ontologies, we present a core ontology developed specifically to capture the

data relevant for life cycle sustainability assessment.We further demonstrate the util-

ity of the ontology by using it to integrate data relevant to sustainability assessments,

such as EXIOBASE and theYale Stocks and FlowDatabase to the SemanticWeb. These

datasets can be accessed by themachine-readable endpoint using SPARQL, a semantic

query language. The present work provides the foundation necessary to enhance the

use of Semantic Web with respect to sustainability assessments. Finally, we provide

our perspective on the challenges toward the adoption of SemanticWeb technologies

and technical solutions that can address these challenges.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Sustainability assessment tools are data intensive and require synthesizing data from a variety of sources (Kuczenski et al., 2016). Conven-

tional sources of data include information published in scientific publications, relevant data repositories, national/international statistics, inter-

governmental organizations including UN agencies and non-governmental organizations (Cooper et al., 2013). In recent years there has been a

rapid increase in the number and availability of open databases (such as EXIOBASE, USLCI, YSTAFDB) that are specifically meant to be used by

researchers working with assessment tools such as life cycle and material flow assessments (Ingwersen, 2015; Merciai & Schmidt, 2018; Myers
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et al., 2019b). Yet, these databases are published in different file formats (e.g., csv, xslx, xml) and also using different notations, terminologies, and

schemas (Pauliuk et al., 2016), which prevents them frombeing interoperable immediately after publication. Therefore, researchers still face severe

technical difficulties when integrating and analyzing data obtained from heterogeneous sources. Moreover, databases are periodically updated,

which requires the researcher to personally follow up on how the changes in the new database version influences their models. This significantly

increases the time and complexity of scientific research. These challenges make the possibility of reproducibility and reusability of projects impos-

sible or extremely labor intensive (Ingwersen, 2015; Ingwersen et al., 2015), leading to the slowdown of scientific progress in interdisciplinary fields

(Pauliuk et al., 2016). The constant increase of volume and variety of datamakes it more andmore necessary to use higher performance computing

infrastructure beyond personal computers.

SemanticWeb and LinkedOpenData (LOD) are promising solutions that can be exploited to develop scalable solutions for data sharing (Fathalla

et al., 2020). The Semantic Web is an extension of the current World Wide Web (WWW), in which information is given a well-defined meaning

using ontologies. Ontology is a “formal description of concepts and relationships used to describe and represent data in a database”(Ragget, 2009).

Ontologies or schemas enable machines and people to work in cooperation (Prud’hommeaux & Seaborne, 2008). The essential property of the

WWW is its universality, that is, it does not discriminate between data sources. It is based on the power of hypertext link so that “anything can

link to anything”(Berners-Lee et al., 2001). LOD represents the next step, where data on theWeb is connected among different data sources (Ghali

& Frayret, 2019). LOD must be in a machine-readable format, that is, data have some form of well-defined structure in contrast to natural lan-

guage text, so as to be automatically searched, found, interpreted, shared, and reused across applications, organizations, and communities (Kamdar

et al., 2019). An example of LOD is Dbpedia, which contains the data of the information boxes within Wikipedia (DBpedia, 2019). This data is also

interlinkedwith several other semantically linked databases such as Geonames (geospatial information database), BiSciCol (biodiversity database),

OpenEI (U.S. Department of Energy’s data). Another example is Bio2RDF, a network of coherent linked data across life sciences databases such

as PubMed, NCBI, Gene Ontology, and Dbpedia (Nolin et al., 2008). By linking multiple databases, the data offered becomes more complete and

precise and has allowed researchers tomake advances, for instance, in drug development (Kamdar et al., 2019), content management in journalism

(Raimond et al., 2017), and in web search engines (Lissandrini et al., 2015;Matentzoglu et al., 2013).

Ontologies are the building blocks for describing themeaning of data in the SemanticWeb (Ragget, 2009). They are particularly useful to define

“knowledge” that cannot easily be represented asmathematical or statistical relationships (e.g., categorical data) (Stevens& Lord, 2009). Therefore,

an ontology is a form of model that represents the key concepts of a domain and the relationships among them. Their flexibility is one of the key

reasons for their widespread adoption in the field of datamanagement for the life sciences (Yeumo et al., 2017; Kamdar et al., 2019; Stevens & Lord,

2009). The field of industrial ecology provides several tools for sustainability assessments. Among different tools, environmental assessment tools

such as life cycle assessment (LCA) has gained wide acceptance and is considered essential to perform a sustainability assessment (Troullaki et al.,

2021). Several attempts have been made to develop a formalized ontology particularly with respect to LCA. The CASCADE project was the first

attempt to develop an ontology as a procedural guideline to develop structural classification of data collection systems in a standard LCA software

(Weidema et al., 2003). However, this structuring was not in relationship to the Semantic Web. Davis et al. (2010) proposed the use of Semantic

Web and LOD to collect, process, curate, and share data as a community rather than as individuals. Bertin et al. (2012) were the first to attempt

the possibility of adding semantic information to life cycle inventory. In recent years other independent efforts have developed LCA ontologies in

relation to semantic models (Janowicz et al., 2015; Kuczenski et al., 2016; Takhom et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2015). Takhom (2013) and Kuczenski

et al. (2016) demonstrated that structuring LCA databases using an ontology linked to the SemanticWeb supports data interpretation, thus giving

additional information and control to database users. Sobhkhiz et al. (2021) analyzed the challenges of managing data to perform LCA in the con-

struction industry and highlighted how the SemanticWeb is the only technology designed for dynamic datamodeling. Ingwersen (2015) andMittal

et al. (2018) studied ontology development for sustainability assessment and recommended improving the linking of the semantic databases and

existing ontologies to benefit from access to up-to-date information in these repositories. However, preceding studies that developed ontologies in

the field of sustainability assessment did not present practical solutionswith respect to the development and use of the ontologies to integrate data

with the SemanticWeb and LOD to enhance data interpretation and interoperability.

The conceptual framework of environmental LCA, which has traditionally focused on a limited number of ecosystem and health impacts, has

been adapted to include the economic and social costs of production and consumption demand for products and processes (Guinée, 2016; Sala,

2020). This broader framework combines environmental LCAwith economic life cycle costing (LCC) and social LCA (sLCA) and is referred to as life

cycle sustainability assessment (LCSA). In addition, LCA is often used in combinationwith other tools such asMFA and input–output analysis or use

complementary data to provide comprehensive analysis of impacts from production and consumption of goods and services (Crawford, Bontinck,

Stephan,Wiedmann, & Yu, 2018; LaversWestin et al., 2019;Malik,McBain,Wiedmann, Lenzen, &Murray, 2019; Pauliuk et al., 2016) . As the frame-

work and use of sustainability assessment tools expands, the availability, variety, and the volume of data in use also increases. Existing ontologies

for process-based environmental LCA do not share a common foundation with other database structures or tools used in industrial ecology (such

as material flow or input–output analyses) (Pauliuk et al., 2016). Currently there exists an artificial division of data based on the different methods

adopted in industrial ecology. Pauliuk et al. (2016) developed a general classification to structure data for assessing socioeconomic models com-

monly used in industrial ecology. They used the classification to develop a relational database, which is open source and can be used as a platform

to share IE data (Pauliuk et, al., 2019). Pauliuk et al. (2016) further recommend the development of a “common collectively exhaustive ontology”
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Resource Data Framework

Resource Data Framework is a general-purpose language to publish information on the web. It is also the fundamental specification for

data representations on the Semantic Web. This framework is useful to store conceptual information about the data, that is, how one

datapoint is related to another. An RDF data element is known as a triple. The structure of a triple is similar to a simple statement which

contains a subject, a predicate (verb), and an object. For example: Carbon dioxide (subject) causes (predicate) GlobalWarming (object).

A subject and an object can be defined as entities, while the predicate defines the relation between the two entities. All subjects, pred-

icates, and objects are each identified by an Internationalized Resource Identifier (IRI) which is similar to a Universal Resource Locater

(URL) or a web address, hence aiding the discoverability of individual datapoints. A database of RDF triples is called a triplestore, where

RDF data can be stored, and data can be retrieved using semantic queries. Semantic languages such as RDFS and OWL provide certain

constructs that allow ontology developers to translate or map data into the RDF format. The primary examples of constructs used to

model data into RDF format are:

∙ Resource: All things described byRDFare resources. For example, any dataset related to sustainability assessment converted intoRDF

would be a resource.

∙ Class: Resources are divided into groups called classes. Themembers of a class are known as instances of the class. For example; carbon

dioxide could be an instance of a class Emission and global warming could be an instance of a class Environmental Impact.

∙ Property: A class which describes the relation between resources.

○ Domain: The classes whose instances constitute the set of resources that participate as subject in a given property.

○ Range: The classes whose instances constitute the set of resources that participate as objects in a given property.

In the example, Carbon dioxide causes Global Warming; “causes” is a property that defines the relation between class Emission

(Domain) and Environmental Impact (Range)

∙ Literal: Resources whose values are not IRIs, for example, strings, numbers, and dates.

The above components can describe hierarchies. For example, all classes are instances of Resource; all properties are instances of Class;

range and domain are instances of the class Property. Classes and properties can have subclasses and subproperties. TheW3C standard

provides additional information on the use and structure of schemas used to represent data in RDF format (Brickley &Guha, 2014).

for the SemanticWeb to support the dissemination of data and results to researchers who are unfamiliar with the terminologies used for different

methods. This should make the data and results understandable and accessible to a wide range of research domains.

This studywas developedwithin theBigOpenNetwork for SustainabilityAssessment Information (BONSAI). BONSAI is community-basedorga-

nization dedicated to create a platform where all data, software, and algorithms to conduct sustainability assessments are maintained as open

source (De Rosa &Weidema, 2019). The objective of this study is to enable the integration and extraction of open access data relevant to sustain-

ability assessments with the SemanticWeb. In order to do so we first develop a basic, yet comprehensive ontology that covers the core concepts in

LCSA. The depth and richness of the axioms (statements and rules) depend on the aim behind the ontology development. We intend the ontology

to be both specific enough to model the information contained in the data developed for LCSA and broad enough to be applicable to other data

potentially useful for LCSA. Using the ontology, we give a working example of integrating and querying open access data relevant for sustainability

assessments in the Semantic Web. We discuss the opportunities and challenges associated with integrating, querying, and computing data from

different sources within the SemanticWeb. The presented technical solutions help overcome the challenges and support the development of open

data infrastructures for sustainability assessments.

2 METHODOLOGY

The study involved three main phases: (i) design and development of the ontology that defines the core concepts of LCSA. (ii) Conversion of het-

erogeneous open datasets used for sustainability assessments into machine-readable format. (iii) Publication of the datasets on the SemanticWeb

with examples of querying. Each of these phases are presented in the following sections.

2.1 Ontology development

The BONSAI ontology was developed, finalized, and adapted to the Resource Data Framework (RDF) (see Box 1) during two hackathons arranged

in March 2019 and January 2020 with domain experts and knowledge graph developers. The ontology was developed using languages published
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by theWorld-WideWeb Consortium (W3C) such as RDF Schema (RDFS) andWeb Ontology Language (OWL) that provide basic elements for the

description of ontologies, and linking as far as possible to other existing ontologies.

Based on the RDF framework, we defined classes, hierarchies, and properties for terms and attributes identified as relevant for LCSA. The prin-

ciple adopted to develop the BONSAI ontology was to ensure it was general enough to be operational and usable in different domains of industrial

ecology, without adhering excessively to a specific framework. To begin with, the ontology schema by Janowicz et al. (2015) was a source of inspi-

ration in drafting the BONSAI schema. We selected terminologies for primary classes such as Flow, Activity, and Agent. A Flow defines the transfer

of an entity between different Activities performed by an Agent. These three classes were selected as they define the core concepts of datasets

commonly used for sustainability assessments without being too specific for a given assessment tool. The class Flow contains the measure of an

entity that is produced or consumed. The entity was defined in a new class called FlowObject. Unlike in the ontology developed by Janowicz et al.

(2015) the Flowwasnot divided into economic or biosphere flows. This allows the freedomto combine economic andenvironmental information in a

common computational structure, facilitating data exchange and reuse between different academic fields with different definitions of, for example,

biosphere (Weidema et al., 2018).

We further developed new classes to fill gaps identified in the knowledge model of existing LCA ontologies and to align the terminology with

the Semantic Web. For example, we introduced a class BalanceableProperty to identify quantitative flow data which follows law of conservation.

We introduced a class DeterminingFlow to identify the specific flows of an activity for which a change in demand or supply will affect the activity

level. A class for ReferenceUnit was introduced to annotate the common unit to which all quantitative flow data of an activity are proportional to.

Note that the ReferenceUnit should not be confused with the unit corresponding to the determining flow of an activity. The ReferenceUnit of a flow

is not required to be the same for all flows of the same activity but is a way to state what other measure each specific flow should be seen as

proportional to, something that may depend of the original source of the flow measures. Prior to the use in calculations, disparate ReferenceUnits

for flow measures within the same Activity may be harmonized by transformation into measures for which the ReferenceUnit is the same amount

of determining flow of an Activity. We have used the concept of class hierarchy in ontology development. For example, the class Flow contains the

measure of an entity that is transferred. Hence, Flow is a subclass of the class Measure as defined by OM ontology. BalanceableProperty defines

the flows that follow the law of conservation (e.g., Flows measured in wet/dry mass); BalanceablePropertyType defines the quantity of the measure

(e.g., mass, energy, amount) defined in the BalanceableProperty and hence is a subclass of class Quantity as defined by OM ontology. Not all flow

measurements are balanceable. Annotating non-balanceable flows is also possible since every Flow is a subclass of measure.

Furthermore, we defined the spatiotemporal information associated with Activity and Agent. ActivityType defines a type of Activity. An Activity

is a specific occurrence of an ActivityType, in a particular spatial and temporal scope. We identified and explicitly linked to other common semantic

ontologies and vocabularies in order to better support data integration, discovery, and alignment. For example, for spatiotemporal properties, we

link to the Time ontology inOWL (Hobbes et al., 2020) and Schema ontology (SchemaCommunityGroup, 2011;Wick&Vatant, 2012), respectively,

and for units of measurewe linked our ontology to theOMontology (Rijgersberg et al., 2013). The Schema ontologywas used to develop theGeon-

ames geographical database that makes it possible to add geospatial semantic information (Wick & Vatant, 2012). Linking to this ontology enables

integrating geographical data, such as names of places in various languages, geographical coordinates, and population from various sources (Wick,

2012). Geographical location includes points, lines, and spatial regions, such as cities or countries. Provenance refers to adding information on data

origin. The provision of adding provenance to a dataset allows data users to verify information onwhen or how the data was produced. Provenance

can be applied to the entire dataset as well as an individual datapoint. Adding provenance increases the transparency and trustworthiness of a

dataset. We linked the BONSAI ontology to theW3C Prov-O ontology (Belhajjame et al., 2013; Hansen et al., 2020).Each of the classes are linked

to other classes using one or more predicates. Twelve new predicates were also defined in the BONSAI ontology. Details on the primary classes

and predicates in the BONSAI ontology are given in Tables 1 and 2. The finalized ontology defines all the concepts of LCSA in the form of triples

(see Figure 1). The ontology was published in a BONSAI-specific namespace.1 Specific IRIs were created for each class and predicate defined in the

ontology. Once the ontology was finalized, we proceeded to extract and annotate data from publicly available open datasets in order to link the

dataset to the SemanticWeb following our ontology and then to validate it.

2.2 Data extraction

The objective of SemanticWeb and LOD is to provide a common framework that allows data to be shared and reused across applications. There are

numerous datasets available for sustainability assessments, however the access to a large share of established datasets is proprietary. To test the

ontology, we chose two established open-access datasets.

EXIOBASE is a multi-regional input–output (MRIO) model that includes supply and use tables for 44 countries, 5 Rest of World regions, 200

products, and 164 industries/activities in each geographical area (EXIOBASE Consortium, 2014; Merciai & Schmidt, 2018). In addition, the dataset

includes accounts on environmental emissions, waste, use of land and natural resources for each activity. EXIOBASE supports analysis techniques

1 https://ontology.bonsai.uno/

https://ontology.bonsai.uno/
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TABLE 1 Classes introduced in the BONSAI ontology aligned to the SemanticWebHere “bont:” is the suggested prefix for the namespace for
the BONSAI ontology IRI1

Classes Description Example instances

bont: Activity Making or doing something within a spatial and temporal

delimitation. This is one of the identifying dimensions of

a datapoint. This class definesmultiple properties on the

type and direction of flows. “Process” is a commonly

used as a synonym in other LCA databases.

For example, “Cultivation of wheat” in Germany in the year

2020 or “Aluminium production” in China in the year

2020.

bont: ActivityType This defines the type of an activity. This class includes the

labels of activities. Includes both human activities (e.g.,

activities for production and consumption, market

activities, and stock accumulation activities) and

environmental mechanisms (e.g., atmospheric energy

balance, deposition, pollination).

In EXIOBASE, examples of ActivityTypes are “Cultivation of
wheat” or “Aluminum production.” In YSTAFDB,

examples of ActivityTypes are “societal consumption” or

“fabrication andmanufacturing.”

bont: Flow An input or output of an entity to or from an instance of an

Activity or a directional exchange of an entity between
two instances of Activity. In bipartite graph theory, a
Flowwould be an edge of the graph, while Activity would

be vertices. However, a flow can also be unidirectional.

That is, a flow can be defined as an input or output of an

activity without defining its origin or destination.

An example of a Flow, in EXIOBASEwould be the input of

2393 tonnes of “Aluminium and aluminum products”

(FlowObject) to “Manufacture of motor vehicles”

(ActivityType) in Germany in the year 2011.

In YSTAFDB, an output of 2684megagram (tonnes) of

“jewelry and silverware” from silver “fabrication and

manufacturing” (ActivityType) in India in the year 1997.

bont: FlowObject This class includes the labels of entities that are produced

or consumed by an activity or added to or removed from

a stock accumulation.

In EXIOBASE, examples of FlowObjects are “Wheat” or

“Aluminum and aluminium products.” In YSTAFDB,

examples of FlowObjects are “phosphate rock output” or
“phosphorus, societal consumption output.”

FlowObjects also include names of natural resources

(land, minerals, etc.); waste or emissions as well as

non-material flows such as social or economic flows

(employment, taxes, compensation, etc.)

bont: BalanceableProperty Ameasure that follows a conservation law. In a complete

description of an activity, the sum of all measures for all

input flowsmust equal the sum of all measures for all

output flows, when all thesemeasures are expressed in

the same unit. Balanceable properties are particularly

relevant for validating the completeness and consistency

of an Activity description or a database of such activities.

Common examples of BalanceableProperty areMass and

Energy. For example, drymass, wet mass, energy,

elemental mass, andmonetary value whenmeasured in

the same valuation.

Examples of quantities that are not balanceable

are—volume, number of units, Becquerel (unit to

measure radioactivity). Instances of non-balanceable

properties could be converted to balanceable properties

with additional information, for example, the density of

an instance of flow can be used to convert its volume to

mass units.

bont:

BalanceablePropertyType

The BalanceablePropertyType defines the quantity of the

measure defined in the BalanceableProperty.

Examples of BalanceableProperty are drymass, wet mass,

energy, elemental mass. The BalanceablePropertyType

would beMass.

bont: Agent An entity (person or thing) that performs an activity. An

agent may have a location that may be different from the

location of an Activity performed by it.

Within an activity, agents can perform different roles, for

example, laborer, owner, purchaser, consumer

bont: ReferenceUnit Ameasure to which the numeric value representing the

measure of a Flow is expressed in proportion to. In LCA,

the term “Functional Unit” is defined as a common

ReferenceUnit for all activities in an LCA study.

“Functional Units” are ReferenceUnits, but not all

ReferenceUnits are “Functional Units.”

For example, the amount of CO2 emitted from a transport

activity may be expressed in proportion to the quantity

of another flow of this activity (e.g., 1 km of distance

covered) or to a time period (e.g., CO2 emissions per year

from transport).

1https://ontology.bonsai.uno/core/ontology_v0.2.ttl

such as LCA and input output analysis to analyze the environmental pressures of economic activities (Beylot et al., 2019; Schmidt &De Rosa, 2020;

Schmidt et al., 2021). All versions of EXIOBASE can be downloaded from the official website (Exiobase Consortium, 2014). In this study, we used

the hybrid version of EXIOBASE version 3.7.17 which contains the MRIO model from 2011. Supply and Use tables in EXIOBASE have a format of

products by activities.

https://ontology.bonsai.uno/core/ontology_v0.2.ttl
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TABLE 2 Predicates introduced in the BONSAI ontology aligned to the SemanticWebHere “bont:,” “time:” and “schema:” refer to the
suggested prefixes for the namespaces for BONSAI ontology IRI1, OWL time ontology1, and the Schema ontology,2 respectively

Predicate Description Domain Range

bont: isInputOf Specifies the Activity that a Flow is

an input to

bont: Flow bont: Activity

bont: isOutputOf Specifies the Activity that a Flow is

an output of

bont: Flow bont: Activity

bont: hasObjectType Specifies the FlowObject consumed

or produced

bont: Flow bont: FlowObject

bont: hasActivityType Specifies the type of the Activity bont: Activity bont: ActivityType

bont: hasDeterminingFlow Specifies a flow object produced or

consumed by an activity for which

a change in demand or supply will

affect the activity level (such as its

production volume or extent)

bont: Activity bont: Flow

bont: performs Specifies the Activity that an Agent

performs

bont: Agent bont: Activity

bont: hasTemporalExtent Specifies the temporal extent of an

Activity

bont: Activity time: ProperInterval

bont: hasLocation Specifies the location of an Activity

or Agent

bont: Activity, bont: Agent schema:location

bont: isProportionalTo Specifies the reference unit that the

amount of a BalanceableProperty

of a Flow is proportional to

bont: BalanceableProperty bont: ReferenceUnit

bont:

hasBalanceableProperty

Specifies theMeasure of a Flow

when thisMeasure is a

BalanceableProperty, that is,

when it follows a conservation law

bont: Flow bont: BalanceableProperty

bont: hasPropertyType Specifies the dimension (Quantity) of

aMeasure that is classified as a

BalanceableProperty

bont: BalanceableProperty bont: BalanceablePropertyType

bont:

hasReferenceFlowObject
Specifies a FlowObject that

functions as the ReferenceUnit for

a BalanceablePropertymeasure

bont: ReferenceUnit bont: FlowObject

1https://www.w3.org/2006/time#
2https://schema.org/

YSTAFDB was developed from material stocks and flows data generated at the Center for Industrial Ecology at Yale University (Myers et al.,

2019b). This contains 100,000+ data records on anthropogenic cycles of 62 elements as well as specific engineering materials such as stainless

steel. This dataset is published as a supplementarymaterial on zenodo.org alongside themain publication (Myers et al., 2019a, 2019b).

Both datasets can be used for sustainability assessments individually or in combination. Most datasets are shared in non-normative formats.

For example, the EXIOBASE dataset is shared as a set of excel spreadsheets and YSTAFDB datasets are provided as plain text CSV files. To allow

automatic transformation and integration of datasets by a common set of data converters, we developed a common intermediate CSV format. This

intermediate CSV format formalizes a list of instances of Flows, FlowObjects, ActivityTypes, and Locations in a given dataset.

The datasets were annotated using the BONSAI ontology and converted into RDF using software developed by the BONSAI community based

on RDFlib.2,3 Each datapoint gets its own IRI. For EXIOBASE, the terms “:products,” “resources,” and “emissions” were annotated as FlowObjects;

whilst “economic activities” including consumption at final demand was annotated as ActivityTypes. EXIOBASE has locations referred to as “RoW

Asia and Pacific.” This is not a formalized description of a geographic location and hence unavailable in the instances given in Schema ontology. For

such datapoints, specific IRI(s) were created to ensure this information can still be converted to RDF. The structure of the EXIOBASE supply table

matrix is such that flows on the diagonal cells of the matrix are implicitly the DeterminingFlow for the Activity, while other dependent flows (often

referred as by-products) are in cells outside the diagonal.

2 The software and code to convert YSTAFDB data to RDF format are available at https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/ystafdb
3 The software and code to convert EXIOBASE data to RDF format are available at https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/EXIOBASE-conversion-software

https://www.w3.org/2006/time
https://schema.org/
http://zenodo.org
https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/ystafdb
https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/EXIOBASE-conversion-software
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F IGURE 1 Diagrammatic representation of the BONSAI ontology. The circles refer to the classes (and subclasses) defined in the BONSAI
ontology. The text on the arrows defines the properties or predicates that connect the classes. All classes and predicates defined with the prefix
“bont:” are terms specific to the BONSAI ontology. The classes defined in green circles are classes specific to the BONSAI ontology. Grey circles
refer to theOMontology used to define units andmeasures; classes in the blue circles refer to theOWL time ontology to define temporal extent of
data; class in yellow refers to Schema ontology used to define geographic location of the datapoint. The rectangular class refers to a literal used to
define any datatype such as strings or numbers or dates. The green rectangle is a datapoint instance from a dataset annotated based on the
ontology. The rounded rectangles refer to themetadata related to the datapoint. The predicates (using prefix “prov:”) used to define provenance
from themetadata are provided by the Prov-O ontology
Note: https://www.ontology-of-units-of-measure.org/
https://www.w3.org/ns/prov#

In YSTAFDB, the flow of a “reference material” or primary element/substance is mapped across different processes as the primary element

transforms into products (e.g., refinedmetal, alloys, or tailing) defined under “material name.” Hence, to annotate the FlowObjects, we combined the

“referencematerial” and the “material name” into a single name. Similarly, we annotatedActivityTypes by combining “subsystem name” and “process

name.” Besides FlowObjects and ActivityTypes, we represent also the unit and direction (input or output) of flows . YSTAFDB includes extensive

information on the source of the data for each flow. This was annotated using the Prov-O extension of the BONSAI ontology.

While the ontology was sufficient to annotate the EXIOBASE datasets, it could not be used to annotate additional information on criti-

cality, and recyclability of materials from YSTAFDB. Including this information is not essential to perform LCSA. However, this information

could be incorporated by developing extensions of the core ontology. For example, criticality and recyclability could be additional properties of

Flows.

2.3 Interoperability

To publish interoperable content in the Semantic Web requires that information providers agree upon common frameworks and common con-

trolled vocabularies or ontologies for annotation. To enhance the possibility of interoperability, we used constructs established by RDFS, the

OWL and Simple Knowledge Organization System (SKOS),4 in combination with the RDF data model to define constraints that data must meet

(Holland & Culture, 2010; Nath et al., 2017, 2020). Constructs defined using these ontologies help to define relationships to link distinct knowl-

edge organization systems (Holland & Culture, 2010). We introduced interoperability at both ontological level and individual data level (see

Figure 2).

4 https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core#

https://www.ontology-of-units-of-measure.org/
https://www.w3.org/ns/prov
https://www.w3.org/2004/02/skos/core
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F IGURE 2 Diagrammatic examples of using ontological and instance level interoperability. Each class in the BONSAI ontology is defined as a
class by linking it to the class construct given in theOWL ontology; new predicates in BONSAI ontology aremainly defined as object properties.
Specific properties such as bont:determiningFlow and bont:referenceFlowObject are further defined as functional properties, that is, connect to
single unique instance IRI. In the example, for instance level interoperability, SKOS predicates skos:narrower and skos:broader were used to
correspond the instances between EXIOBASE and YSTAFDB. The yellow rectangles refer to instances of ActivityTypes and FlowObjects from
YSTAFDB. The violet rectangles refer to instances of ActivityTypes and FlowObjects from EXIOBASE

2.3.1 Ontological interoperability

Ontological interoperability refers to linking of the core ontology to existing semantic ontologies. For example, each new “Class” in the BONSAI

ontology refers to the construct “owl:Class” as defined by the OWL ontology. If a specific new class has the attributes of another class defined in

an external ontology it can be linked using the predicate “rdfs:subClassOf” described by RDFS. As explained in an earlier example the class “Flow”

defined in the BONSAI ontology is a measure of an entity, hence it is linked to the class “Measure” as defined by theOM2 ontology.

Besides classes, newpredicates defined in theBONSAI ontologywere also linked to theOWLontology to better define their functions. For exam-

ple, the predicate “bont: hasDeterminingFlow” was defined as an “owl: ObjectProperty” and a “owl:FunctionalProperty.” Object property refers to

predicates that link twodifferent IRIs. A predicates that links an IRI to a literal (e.g., a string, number, date, time) is further defined to have aDatatype

property. A functional property is a property that can determine that the predicate can link an IRI of an instance to only one other (unique) IRI of an

instance.

2.3.2 Instance level interoperability

With respect to interoperability of the datasets, we tested the similarities between EXIOBASE v3 and YSTAFDB.When describing the correspon-

dence between the Activity types in EXIOBASE and YSTAFDB, we identified an instance of an activity type in YSTAFDB did not exactly correspond

to an instance of an activity type in EXIOBASE. Instances of activity types and flow objects in YSTAFDB corresponded either broadly or narrowly

to instances of an activity types and flow objects in EXIOBASE. Such relationships can be semantically described using mapping predicates such as

skos:broader, skos:narrower, skos:closeMatch, and skos:exactMatch given by the SKOS ontology.
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The datamodeled in EXIOBASE is from 2011, while relevant data from YSTAFDB for this specific year was available only for flows and activities

related to phosphorus. The instance level interoperability was initially done manually and further linked using the SKOS ontology. We used SKOS

predicates skos:broader and skos:narrower to link the flows and activities related to phosphorus in YSTAFDB to flows and activities for fertilizer

production and use in EXIOBASE (See Figure 2). These predicates have inverse property, that is,

<A> skos:narrower<B>.

Automatically entails

<B> skos: broader<A>.

3 DATA STORAGE AND USE

As a result of the extraction process we generated a database containing over 230 million RDF triples from the EXIOBASE and the YSTAFDB

database. All data extracted as triples was stored in OpenLink Virtuoso Triplestore. Data stored in triplestores is retrieved using SPARQL query

language. We set-up the BONSAI SPARQL endpoint to query the datasets annotated using the BONSAI ontology. The endpoint was developed

using yasgui query interface (TriplyDB, 2020).

The applicability of the ontology to the datasets is based on its ability to extract the required information. To do so, domain experts develop

competencyquestions.Domain experts, in our case,weremembers of theBONSAI communitywhoactivelyworkwith different tools anddatabases

used in industrial ecology.5 We asked the experts how they use the specific databases and the kind of data information they would like to extract

from the databases. This informationwas used to develop the competency questions. Thesewere further translated into SPARQLqueries to extract

the required information from thedatabase (seeTable 3 for examples). Thus, competencyquestions allow to verify the appropriateness of themodel

against the stored data. More example queries are available at the BONSAI SPARQL endpoint including the possibility of users writing their own

queries.6,7

4 DISCUSSION

In this section, we discuss the general validity of the proposed ontology, the opportunities and challenges of linking data to the SemanticWeb, and

suggestions for future work.

4.1 General applicability of the proposed ontology

The ontology proposed here is intended for practical application in LCSA. Core datasets in EXIOBASE and YSTAFDB were annotated using the

ontology and data from these sources can be independently extracted.7,8 This has been studied by addressing the competency questions as

discussed above. Table 3 gives examples of some competency questions and their corresponding queries. Additional examples can be found in

www.odas.aau.dk

Table4provides a comparisonof theBONSAIontologywithexistingontologies used to structuredata for sustainability assessment. TheBONSAI

community resolved to build on prior ontologies used to define primary concepts in environmental sustainability assessment, particularly with

respect to LCA. LCA is awidely used sustainability assessment tool and provides the conceptual framework for LCSA (Troullaki et al., 2021). Existing

LCAontologies define the key elements of life cycle inventory and LCAdata. However, to be applicable to all kinds of LCSAdatasets itwas important

to include broader definitions within the primary classes. As recommended by Pauliuk et al. (2016), the BONSAI ontology avoids rigid definitions

of concepts such as classifying terms based on their extrinsic properties (e.g., classifying a flow as a resource, waste, or emission) or determining

a system boundary between the technosphere and the natural system. For example, the class of FlowObjects were given a very broad definition

that encompasses natural andmanufactured physical assets, intellectual, human and social network assets, as well as financial assets. Similarly, the

class of Activities are broadly defined, encompassing both natural and human-controlled activities, including production, consumption, and trade

activities, as well as stock change activities (stock additions and stock removals). The ontology as proposed can thus be used to annotate data from

socioeconomic datasets into the Semantic Web. For example, data from World bank on GDP per capita could also be annotated using BONSAI

ontology. All economic activities can be defined as ActivityTypes; labor costs, net taxes, net operating surplus (FlowObjects) can be defined as input

or output Flows; population (such as households, individuals, persons, legal persons) can be defined as Agents.

5 https://github.com/orgs/BONSAMURAIS/people
6 https://odas.aau.dk
7 https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/yasgui-query-interfa-ce

http://www.odas.aau.dk
https://github.com/orgs/BONSAMURAIS/people
https://odas.aau.dk
https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/yasgui-query-interfa-ce
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TABLE 3 Competency questions (and their corresponding SPARQL queries) used to evaluate the ontology with respect to the datasets
converted used for data annotation to RDF

Competency question

SPARQL query

Check BONSAI SPARQL endpoint (http://odas.aau.dk) for complete list of

queries and live results Result

What are the different

ActivityTypes in a given
dataset?

PREFIX bont: http://ontology.bonsai.uno/core#

PREFIX rdfs: http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#

PREFIX om2: http://www.ontology-of-units-of-measure.org/resource/om-2/

PREFIX btime: http://rdf.bonsai.uno/time#

PREFIX prov: http://www.w3.org/ns/prov#

SELECT *

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/exiobase3_3_17/hsup>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/exiobase3_3_17/huse>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/exiobase3_3_17/emission>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/location/exiobase3_3_17>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/flowobject/exiobase3_3_17>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/activitytype/exiobase3_3_17>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/location/ystafdb>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/flowobject/ystafdb>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/activitytype/ystafdb>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/unit>

FROM<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/time>

WHERE

{

?activity a bont:ActivityType .

?activity rdfs:label ?label

}

Provides the IRI and label for each

activityType in given dataset

EXIOBASE : 164

YSTAFDB: 2190

What are the different

FlowObjects in a given
dataset?

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECT *

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

?FlowObject a bont:FlowObject .

?FlowObject rdfs:label ?label

}

Provides the IRI and label for each

FlowObject in given dataset.
EXIOBASE: 272 (200 products and 72

emission types)

YSTAFDB: 670

In which unit are the

FlowObjects measured?

Example: List the FlowObjects in the YSTAFDB dataset and the

corresponding units.

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECTDISTINCT ?FlowObject ?unitLabel

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

?x a bont:FlowObject;

rdfs:label ?FlowObject .

?z a bont:Flow; bont:hasObjectType ?x;

om2:hasUnit ?unit .

?unit rdfs:label ?unitLabel

}

Provides the labels of 670 FlowObjects
in YSTAFDB and the corresponding

unit it is measured in

Activities where a specific

FlowObject is an output
Example:Which economic activities emit “Carbon dioxide, fossil” and how

much ?

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECT ?activityType ?location (xsd:string(?value) as ?value) ?unit

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

?flow a bont:Flow .

?flow bont:isOutputOf ?act .

?act bont:hasLocation / rdfs:label ?location .

?act bont:hasActivityType / rdfs:label ?activityType .

?flow bont:hasObjectType / rdfs:label “Carbon dioxide, fossil” .

?flow om2:hasNumericalValue ?value .

?flow om2:hasUnit / rdfs:label ?unit .

}

Provides the label of the ActivityType,

its location, value/amount of

FlowObject (carbon dioxide, fossil)
and unit

(Continues)

http://odas.aau.dk
http://ontology.bonsai.uno/core%23
http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema%23
http://www.ontology-of-units-of-measure.org/resource/om-2/
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/time%23
http://www.w3.org/ns/prov%23
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/exiobase3_3_17/hsup
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/exiobase3_3_17/huse
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/exiobase3_3_17/emission
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/location/exiobase3_3_17
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/flowobject/exiobase3_3_17
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/activitytype/exiobase3_3_17
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/location/ystafdb
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/flowobject/ystafdb
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/activitytype/ystafdb
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/unit
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/time
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Competency question

SPARQL query

Check BONSAI SPARQL endpoint (http://odas.aau.dk) for complete list of

queries and live results Result

What are the output flows from

an Activity in a given

location?

Example: Query on EXIOBASE Cultivation of wheat in Denmark

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECT ?FlowObject (xsd:string(?value) as ?value) ?unit

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

{

?flow a bont:Flow .

?flow bont:isOutputOf ?act .

?act bont:hasLocation / rdfs:label “DK”.

?act bont:hasActivityType / rdfs:label “Cultivation of wheat”.

?flow bont:hasObjectType / rdfs:label ?FlowObject .

?flow om2:hasNumericalValue ?value .

?flow om2:hasUnit / rdfs:label ?unit .

}

The query results in 33 flows.

Provides the total amount of wheat

produced in Denmark, including

environmental emissions linked

directly to this activity

What are the input flows to an

Activity in a given time and

location?

Example: Query on EXIOBASE for “Cattle farming” in Australia

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECT ?FlowObject (xsd:string(?value) as ?value) ?unit

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

{

?flow a bont:Flow .

?flow bont:isInputOf ?act .

?act bont:hasLocation / rdfs:label “AU”.

?act bont:hasActivityType / rdfs:label “Cattle farming”.

?act bont:hasTemporalExtent btime:2011.

?flow bont:hasObjectType / rdfs:label ?FlowObject .

?flow om2:hasNumericalValue ?value .

?flow om2:hasUnit / rdfs:label ?unit .

}

The query results in 1599 flows.

Provides the label and total amount of

products (FlowObject) required to
produce Cattle in Australia

Is a specific FlowObject an
output from a specific

Activity?

Example: Query on YSTAFDB if “Phosphorus in Foodwaste” an output of

“Food processing”

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECT (xsd:string(?z) as ?isRequired)

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

bind (exists {

?xFlow bont:isInputOf ?yActivity;

ˆbont:hasDeterminingFlow ?yActivity;

bont:hasObjectType ?xObject .

?xObject rdfs:label “foodwaste output;P” .

?yActivity bont:hasActivityType / rdfs:label “Agricultural production;food

processing” .

} as ?z)

}

The query results in a binary response

of True or False if the FlowObject is an
input or not for a specific activity

What is the determining flow

for specific activity?

Example: Query on EXIOBASE to identify determining flow for “Copper

production”

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

SELECT ?FlowObject ?activityType

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

?f a bont:Flow;

bont:hasObjectType ?fobject .

?fobject rdfs:label ?FlowObject .

The query results in the label of the

FlowObject “Copper products” which
is the determining flow of the

Activity “Copper production”

(Continues)

http://odas.aau.dk
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TABLE 3 (Continued)

Competency question

SPARQL query

Check BONSAI SPARQL endpoint (http://odas.aau.dk) for complete list of

queries and live results Result

?a a bont:Activity;

bont:hasDeterminingFlow ?f;

bont:hasLocation ?l;

bont:hasTemporalExtent btime:2011;

bont:hasActivityType / rdfs:label “Copper products” .

}

What is the provenance of a

specific flow in a given

database?

Example: Query on YSTAFDB to identify the provenance for the flow for

Copper production “production, Cu” in Australia

PREFIX<Specify namespace of ontology used. See query 1>

DESCRIBE ?dataset

FROM<Specify IRI of dataset, See query 1>

WHERE

{

?dataset

prov:hadMember<http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/ystafdb/huse#F_25184>.

filter (contains(xsd:string(?dataset), “dataset”)) .

}

The query results in the label of the

source title “Copper and zinc

recycling in Australia - potential

quantities and policy options” and its

identifier doi

“10.1016/j.jclepro.2006.06.023”

The basic data structure proposed in the ontology with FlowObject, Flow, ActivityType, and Activity is also meant to be relevant for other tools

central to the domain of Industrial Ecology, notably Material Flow Analysis (MFA) and Agent-Based Modeling (ABM). For the purposes of test-

ing the BONSAI ontology, information that are not strictly relevant for LCSA, for example, information on criticality and recyclability of materi-

als from YSTAFDB, was not currently extracted. Similarly, although the ontology has a class for Agent, datasets for ABM often have additional

information on behavioral parameters. There may also be a need to specify more precisely such parameters that an Agent can have relative

to an Activity. Such information could be extracted and stored as triples unrelated to the BONSAI ontology, if desired by developing expan-

sions of the core ontology. By addressing such requirements, expanding of our proposed LCSA ontology with these MFA and ABM-relevant con-

cepts would complete the ontology from an Industrial Ecology perspective. These concepts may be included in future expansions of the BONSAI

ontology.

In general, there is a lack of a commonplatform toexchangedatawithin industrial ecology (Pauliuk et al., 2016, 2019). Variations in data structure

of commondatasets used for sustainability adds to this challenge. To ensure transparency and interoperability of datasets, earlier studies suggested

the possibility to link the ontologies to the SemanticWeb (Janowicz et al., 2015; Pauliuk et al., 2019). Although relational databases are easy to set

up and maintain now, in future there will be challenges when we have silos of data. For example, it is difficult to frequently update the information

andmanage large repositories in conditions when data need to be continuously collected (Sobhkhiz et al., 2021). Moreover, the possibility of inter-

operability and linking data across and beyond use in industrial ecology models can be achieved using the LOD platform. Use of semantics provide

reasoning opportunities and interpretive support. This is especially useful when user requirements are qualitative (Sobhkhiz et al., 2021). In this

study, we explicitly linked the proposed ontology with the SemanticWeb, including linking it to other established ontologies. For example, mapping

provenance in the ontology increases transparency. Using the Prov-O ontology was useful to annotate the elaborate metadata particularly pro-

vided in YSTAFDB that includes source for each datapoint. Similarly, using SKOS ontology was useful to annotate interoperability between the two

datasets.

It is vital to note that one semantic ontology cannot capture all aspects of a domain. Ontology developers in the life sciences have adopted the

application ontology approach (Kamdar et al., 2019; Yeumo et al., 2017). Using this approach, developers concentrate on mapping and reuse of

existing ontologies further developing it to suit a given application.

4.2 Challenges and opportunities

The Global LCAData Access Network (GLAD) has recognized the need to enhance accessibility and interoperability of LCA datasets (GLAD, 2020).

Currently, while LCSA- relevant data exist on theWeb, such data is fragmented in isolated sources (e.g., in relational databases, or flat files such as

spreadsheets) not always openly accessible. Earlier studies that have developed ontologies for LCSAmentioned the “potential” of SemanticWeb to

overcome data integration challenges (Hertwich et al., 2018; Kuczenski et al., 2016; Pauliuk et al., 2016). Semantic processing and data integration

http://odas.aau.dk
http://rdf.bonsai.uno/data/ystafdb/huse#F_25184
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is the methodology through which researchers can query, retrieve, integrate, and analyze data and knowledge from multiple sources on the Web

without the requirement on the part of the researchers to download and manually integrate those sources (Kamdar et al., 2019). The possibility

of linking data to the Semantic Web using a common ontology improves the findability, accessibility, interoperability, and reproducibility of data.

However, the uptake of Semantic Web modeling, which could overcome these limitation, in the LCSA domain has been limited. In this section we

discuss the challenges and potential solutions for semantic processing.

4.2.1 Usability

Currently there is a steep learning curve to understand and use Linked Data and Semantic Web technologies for researchers not accustomed to

these models. Researchers need extensive programming skills to convert, integrate, query, and explore the data and knowledge sources. For exam-

ple, in this current study we use RDFLib and SPARQL queries to integrate and retrieve information, respectively, from the datasets converted to

machine-readable format using BONSAI ontology. Currently, developing sophisticated SPARQL queries is a highly technical process and possesses

as a high cognitive entry barrier (Kamdar et al., 2019).

The data conversion software7,8 developed in this study provides an initial template for researchers interested in integrating data with the

Semantic Web. Similarly, we have developed multiple example queries to help researchers interested in extracting data as well as provide a tem-

plate to develop new queries. Several auxiliary files are produced during the mapping as datasets are converted from excel or .csv to RDF strings.

This expands the need for disk space in order to include additional information. However, this is aminor problem as disk space is becoming cheaper.

In future, there is a need to develop web applications and visualizations to automate the work process and make it easy for LCSA researchers to

integrate, query, and explore data across the Semantic Web. It is important to note that, once data is stored and represented as LOD, a new set of

advanced data discovery opportunities arise particularly with respect to data accessibility and interoperability. The extensive use of SemanticWeb

expands the possibility of data discoverability and accessibility beyond a single research domain.

4.2.2 Interoperability

One of the challenges in adopting the ontology is the interpretation of the nomenclature from different data sources. Flows or activities are classi-

fied or groupeddifferently in different data sources. For instance, “Mining of chemical and fertilizerminerals” is an aggregated activity in EXIOBASE,

while in YSTAFDB such activities are disaggregated according to the type of fertilizer produced (e.g., phosphate rock mining for phosphorus-based

fertilizer). Using existingW3C ontologies such as SKOS allows datasets to be connected not in only one-to-one linear relationship but also bymore

complex relationships such as one-to-many ormany-to-one (Morales &Orrell, 2017). An opportunity currently considered for futurework is to link

the ontology with datasets beyond the industrial ecology domain such as natural sciences or geospatial data as these could potentially add value

to the current datasets (Maus et al., 2020). Furthermore, interoperability could be improved by linking international classification systemswith the

BONSAI ontology such as the Classification of Economic Activities in the European Community (NACE) and the Harmonized Commodity Descrip-

tion andCoding Systems (HS classification). This is because international datasets are often developed in accordance to these international classifi-

cation systems.When such information is readily available, linking these classificationswith the ontology can be beneficial to achieve instance level

data instead of developing a new correspondence between datasets manually.

4.2.3 Semantic heterogeneity

This refers to the lack of reuseof existing semantic ontologies. This results from independent creation andevolutionofmultiple autonomousontolo-

gies that are tailored to the requirements of a specific domain and application (Kamdar et al., 2019). Linked data principles emphasize the correct

reuse of existing vocabularies aswell as linking to entities that already exist on the SemanticWeb using their IRIs (Bizer et al., 2011). In the BONSAI

ontology we have used broad terminologies which align with previous ontologies suggested in the LCSA domain. This provides the opportunity to

expand the ontology based on the requirements of other industrial ecology applications ensuring a linked data cloud. The BONSAI ontology itself is

linked tomultiple established and commonly used ontologies in the SemanticWeb such as Schema, OM2, and Prov-O.

Currently, theBONSAI ontology is used to convert opendata fromvarious sources and in different formats into a single platformusing a common

conceptual structure. Once the data is converted, relevant data can be extracted according to a user’s need. This corresponds to a form of data

warehousing where all data are transformed under a common schema (Kamdar et al., 2019). This overcomes the semantic heterogeneity problem

(Williams et al., 2012). Data cleaning, preservation, and easier indexing and querying are other common advantages of data warehousing.
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4.3 Future work

On a broader perspective this work takes the initial step forward toward the larger vision of an industrial ecology based on open data. In particular,

the development of a functional ontology plays a central role for the BONSAI initiative, which aims at developing an evolving open database for

LCSA, where institutions and organizations can actively contribute with data, algorithms, and user interfaces. The overall architecture of such an

open database includes four main elements.

The first element is the harvesting and parsing of data from different sources: existing databases for LCA and IO data, other large data sources,

and user-provided data. The second element of the architecture is the core database, where the ontology developed here is a key element because

it allows a meaningful linking and storing of the diverse harvested data under a common model. The data collected needs to be validated (e.g.,

by checking compliance to the schema and the ontology) and quality checked via specific review processes while taking into account the related

uncertainties. This constitutes the third element of the architecture. The fourth element of the architecture concerns the processing and use of

the data in context, that is, for the practical purpose of performing LCSAs. In particular, this includes procedures for accessing the data, combining

activity datasets into system models, data visualization and communication, and procedures regulating how the community can take part in the

management and further development of the database. This study covers the first two elements of the overall architecture while the other two are

objectives to be developed in future work.

5 CONCLUSION

Effective and transparent sustainability assessment requires access to data from a variety of heterogeneous sources across countries, scientific

and economic sectors, and institutions. We have proposed an ontology capable of modeling processes describing product life cycles. Using this

ontology, wewere able to link datasets to the SemanticWeb providing a suite of software components and queries able to support data integration

and extraction.We believe that this effort reduces the low barrier for cross-dataset analysis.

In conclusion, we wish to stress the importance of the community effort needed to derive and maintain such an ontology. Previous attempts to

develop ontologies in the domain of LCA have yielded conflicting results and stalled at a seminal stage due to either scientific or practical reasons

such as lack of testing, implementation tools, funding, or community support. Therefore, we believe this kind of ontology developmentmust be sup-

ported by a robust community, ideally experts from different scientific disciplines in the area of engineering and environment, as well as computer

science, with a common interest in industrial ecology.

APPENDIX

Instructions and code required for reproducing the work presented in this study can be accessed at https://github.com/BONSAMURAIS/Bonsai_

ODA_Reproducibility
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